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Abstract 

Haverkort,  B.R., Approximate  performability and dependability analysis using generalized stochastic Petri nets, Perfor- 
mance Evaluation 18 (1993) 61-78. 

Since current  day fault-tolerant and distributed computer  and communicat ion systems tend to be large and complex, their 
corresponding performability models will suffer from the same characteristics. Therefore,  calculating performability 
measures  from these models  is a difficult and t ime-consuming task. 

To alleviate the largeness and complexity problem to some extent we use generalized stochastic Petri nets to describe to 
models  and to automatically generate  the underlying Markov reward models. Still however, many models  cannot be solved 
with the current  numerical  techniques,  a l though they are conveniently and often compactly described. 

In this paper  we discuss two heuristic state space truncation techniques that allow us to obtain very good approximations 
for the steady-state performability while only assessing a few percent  of the states of the untruncated model. For a class of 
reversible models  we derive explicit lower and upper  bounds  on the exact steady-state performability. For a much  wider class 
of models a truncation theorem exists that  allows one to obtain bounds  for the error made in the truncation. We discuss this 
theorem in the context of  approximate performability models and comment  on its applicability. For all the proposed 
truncation techniques we present  examples showing their usefulness.  

Keywords: approximations; dependability; error bounds; generalized stochastic Petri nets; Markov chains; performability; 
reversibility; truncation. 

I. Introduction 

Current day fault-tolerant and distributed computer systems (FTDCSs) are used more and more for 
highly responsible tasks. The well-operation of these systems therefore becomes more and more 
important since the failure of these types of systems generally involve high costs, or even worse, may 
cause severe environmental damage or human loss. Because the correct and timely operation of FTDCSs 
is of importance, these types of systems should be designed in such a way that they fulfill predefined 
requirements regarding their performance and dependability, i.e. their performability. In order to be 
able to assess these systems' performability, there is a strong need for modelling them in order to obtain 
estimates for their expected performability, preferably already in early phases of their design t. 

Correspondence to: B.R. Haverkort,  University of Twente,  Tele-Informatics and Open  Systems, P.O. Box 217, 7500 AE  Enschede,  
The  Netherlands.  

Throughout  this paper  we will most  often refer to the models  of  interest  as performability models, al though in some cases we 
actually address dependability models. Since the latter class of  models  is a subset  of  the former, we do not regard this as 
incorrect. 
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When modelling FTDCSs for performabili ty we encounter  at least two problems. The first problem is 
the generation of the model; the second problem is the model solution. Clearly, both problems are 
aggrevated by what is generally called the largeness of the model, i.e. due to the fact that the systems we 
are willing to analyse are very complex and large themselves, their corresponding models will have the 
same complicating features. 

The first problem, i.e. model  generation, is generally partly alleviated by the use of high level 
mechanisms to describe the models. From these high level models a lower level, mathematically 
assessable model is then derived automatically and subsequently analyzed. The results from the analysis 
of the lower model are then interpreted (translated back) in the context of  the high level description 
technique. Although we suggest a two-level approach here, a modelling approach involving multiple 
abstraction levels is also possible [13,14]. 

We have chosen to use generalized stochastic Petri nets for the description of the dependability 
aspects of the performabili ty models, i.e. we use a GSPN for the generation of a Markov chain. The 
performance aspects are brought  into the model by associating reward rates with the states of the 
Markov chain. Although the derivation of the reward rates can be a problem in itself [13-16], this will 
not be emphasized in this paper.  

For  the second problem, i.e. model  solution, various solutions exist. The solution we choose here is 
based on truncation of the underlying Markov chain. We simply avoid generating models that are too 
large to be handled, not by not all addressing the systems that yield these models, but by using insight in 
the operat ion of the system, in the parameters  involved, and in the measures we want to obtain from the 
model, in order  to construct solvable models that yield fairly reasonable approximations of the desired 
results. State space truncation can be useful in two cases: 
1. To reduce the model size only to speed up the computat ion for evaluating a model. One should be 

careful with this because decreasing the model size implies increasing the inaccuracy. 
2. To reduce the model size to such a level that it can be handled. Models can be imagined with millions 

of  states. For example, by not allowing too many simultaneous failures, the model can be generated 
and evaluated. 
Of  course, the problem of analyzing Markov chains that are too large to handle exactly has been 

addressed before. Van Dijk [4-7] has done numerous studies in the field of Markov chain truncation 
techniques. We will discuss the applicability of  one of his truncation theorems in this paper.  

Directly related to the performabili ty field is the approach followed by Muntz et al. [25]. Instead of 
simply truncating the state space by excluding all states in which the number  of simultaneous failures is 
larger than some threshold, they aggregate these states into one or more "macro"  states, e.g. one macro 
state for all states with a fixed number  of  simultaneous failures. Upper  bounds and lower bounds are 
then derived by adjusting the transition rates into and out of the macro states appropriately. Their  work 
differs from the work presented here in the sense that they need special algorithms to support  their 
approximations, whereas our methods are directly usable with any GSPN tool. 

Boudewijn R. Haverkort was born in Lichtenvoorde, the Netherlands in 1964. He received an M.Sc. and a 
Ph.D. degree in computer science, both from the University of Twente, Enschede, the Netherlands, in 1986 
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performance modelling of local-area network interconnection structures. Since January 1990, Dr. Haverkort 
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Ibe et al. also address approximate dependability models using GSPNs [17,18]. The approximation 
they propose is based on hierarchical decomposition and combinatorial modelling, and as such not 
generally applicable. 

In the SAVE manual [10], Goyal employs a state space truncation technique similar to the one 
discussed in Section 4 of this paper. He does however not justify these truncations by providing a 
theoretical framework. In newer versions of SAVE [11,12] the method by Muntz et al. [25] has been 
implemented. 

Johnson and Butler [19] propose to use truncation, in a similar way as we do, to encompass the 
problem of large state spaces. In their tool Assist, special language constructs are included to easily 
specify the truncation strategy. They do show the accuracy of the truncations by an example, however, 
theoretical evidence is not provided. 

Kantz and Trivedi [20] also use a state space truncation technique similar to the one presented here, 
to evaluate the dependability of a fault-tolerant computer system. However, they do not provide insight 
in the accuracy of the truncations. 

De Souza e Silva and Mejla Ochoa [31] propose to generate, in an iterative way, the "most  probable 
states" of a Markov chain. In doing so, they are able to derive lower and upper bounds for steady-state 
measures, under the condition that the system operates in the most probable states. This techniques 
seems to be very powerful, however, specialized algorithms are needed for the Markov chain generation. 

Sanders and Meyer [27] use Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) for the description of performability 
models. By using lumping theorems they derive an underlying stochastic model from their SANs that is 
"just detailed enough" to exactly derive the desired measures. Important  to note is that this so-called 
reduced base model construction technique is exact and that it does not require the total state space to be 
constructed before the lumping can take place, i.e. the strategy to come to the reduced base model is set 
a priori, based on the model structure and the desired measure. But, even when reduced base models are 
used for the actual analysis, these models can still be to large. Also then, the truncation techniques 
presented in this paper can be applied. Note that the GSPN models used in the examples throughout this 
paper are "non-lumpable",  i.e. they would not become smaller when reduced base model construction 
would be applied. 

A different but very powerful approach is followed by Ciardo and Trivedi [2]. They use an 
approximate decomposition technique to solve large Markov chains arising from stochastic Petri net 
models. A fixed point iteration technique is used over a number of near- independent  submodels in order 
to obtain the solution of the overall model. 

The approach followed in this paper differs from previous work in the field, in that we present 
intuitively appealing truncation strategies, show their use in realistically sized examples, and discuss their 
mathematical correctness. Earlier work tends to emphasize on only one or two of these aspects at a time. 

This rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the class of models that we need 
to solve, first at the level of Markov chains, then at the level of GSPNs. In Section 3 we then discuss 
truncation techniques for reversible models, whereas in Section 4 truncation techniques for general 
models are addressed. In both sections, we first informally discuss the truncation techniques and the 
model themselves, then show numerical results, and finally go in the theory that proves the correctness of 
the employed truncations. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. Performability models and measures 

In this section we discuss the performability models and measures we will address in the rest of this 
paper. We do this first at the Markov chain level in Section 2.1, and at the GSPN level in Section 2.2. 

2.1. Markov chain performability models 

The approach generally followed in performability modelling is to describe the system dependability 
aspects by a continuous time Markov chain and to associated reward rates with the states of the Markov 
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chain that summarize the performance aspects in every state (see e.g. [23,30,34]). We follow this 
approach here too. 

We consider a Markov chain X = {At; t >~ 0} on finite state space M. The number  of states of the 
Markov chain is denoted I M I. This Markov chain is totally described by the I M I x [ M I generator  
matrix Q = [qij] and the initial probability vector 7r = [ . . . ,  ~- . . . . .  ]. For the diagonal entries of Q we 
use the notation qi = - - q i , i "  We fur thermore  define a reward rate function r : M ~ R which associates 
with every state m • M a real-valued reward rate r(m).  Let  p = [ . . . ,  Pm, " ' "  ] denote the stationary or 
steady-state probability distribution of the Markov chain. When X is irreducible 2, p does not depend on 
7r. The steady-state performabili ty P is then defined as 

P =  E P m r ( m )  • (1) 
m~M 

We can partition the set of states M in a set M u of " u p "  states, and a set M~ of "down" states, i.e. 
M = Mu u Md, with M u = {m • M I r (m)  > 0} and M d = {m • M [ r (m)  = 0}. Consequently, we then have 

P =  E P m r ( m )  = E r (m)Pm"  (2) 
m~M mEM u 

Whenever  all the reward rates r (m)  - 1, whenever m • M~, and r (m)  = 0 elsewhere, we actually deal 
with a dependabili ty model. Consequently, we then deal with the steady-state dependability D: 

D =  E P m r ( m )  = E Pro" (3) 
m~M m~M u 

Many papers  on performabili ty stress the importance of transient measures as opposed to the above 
given steady-state measure.  Steady-state measures  are however useful for a number  of  reasons: 
• For highly dependable  systems such as telephone and telecommunication switches, steady-state 

performabili ty measures  are often part  of the requirement  specifications, so that calculation of them is 
important.  

• Under  natural monotonicity conditions, the steady-state performabili ty provides a lower bound for the 
point as well as for the interval performability. Consequently, obtaining the steady-state performability 
implies obtaining a lower bound for other performabili ty measures [24; 28, Chap. 6]. 
Given a Markov chain and a reward rate function, the main problem in obtaining P lies in the 

derivation of the steady-state vector p. Deriving p requires the system of linear equations 

pQ = 0, Y'~ p, ,  = 1, (4) 
m E M  

to be solved, which can either be done with direct methods such as Gaussian elimination or with iterative 
methods such as Gauss-Seide l  iterations or successive over-relaxation. The best choice depends on the 
size of the system and the number  of  non-zero entries in the matrix Q. Small sized systems can be solved 
well with Gaussian elimination, whereas larger systems can better  be solved iteratively. In a sparse matrix 
implementat ion of an iterative method,  the matrix Q does not have to be changed. This is advantageous 
since changing entries in Q, so-called fill-ins, are generally expensive. The best iterative method is 
successive overrelaxation. Its relaxation pa ramete r  ¢o should be adapted dynamically during the solution 
process for fastest convergence. The iterative method that should not be used is the well-known Power 
method since it is outperformed by all other techniques. For more details on this we refer to the survey 
by Stewart and Goyal [32] and the recent survey by Krieger et al. [22]. 

2.2. GSPN performability models 

Performabili ty models as described in the previous section at the Markov chain level, can also easily 
be described at the GSPN level, as shown by e.g. [3,13,18,26,27]. 

2 All the Markov chains we address in this paper are assumed to be irreducible. 
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Without repeating all the details of GSPN models here, we define a GSPN G with initial marking M 0. 
The set of all possible markings, given M 0, is called the reachability set M. Under  the usual boundedness 
conditions [1], this GSPN can be translated in a Markov chain with L M I states, generator  matrix Q and 
initial probability vector ~-. 

With every GSPN marking m, a reward rate r (m)  can be associated. We assume that all these reward 
rates are explicitly available. 

Impor tan t  to note here is that all actual calculations are done on Markov chains. In first instance 
however, the models as well as the employed truncations are described at the GSPN level. 

3. Truncating reversible performability models 

In this section we address truncation techniques for performabili ty models that exhibit reversibility 
properties. In Section 3.1 we discuss the basic heuristics that are used. We illustrate their use in Section 
3.2 and show their correctness in Section 3.3. 

3.1. The basic truncation heuristics 

In highly dependable  systems, the components  are generally of such a high quality that the probability 
that a certain number  of components  of the same type is down simultaneously is negligible. Furthermore,  
if in a system a particular subset of the components  is down, the system might be switched-off until 
repair  has been completed. When switched-off, the non-failed components  do not fail, i.e. we assume 
cold stand-by's. Consequently, the notion of stopping failure processes whenever a certain amount  of 
failures has taken place is quite natural. We will use this notion as the basis for our state space 
truncation technique. 

An important  point of notice here is the fact that a system change that intuitively would increase the 
system performability can actually decrease the performability (see e.g. [9], in which an increase of the 
coverage factor yields a lower MTTF).  Care should therefore be taken in applying heuristics! We 
propose two truncation techniques here: 
1. To obtain an upper  bound on the system performabili ty we apply a state space truncation such that all 

" u p "  states still exist in the truncated model, i.e. only "down" states are pruned. 
2. To obtain a lower bound on the system performabili ty we apply a state space truncation such that all 

"down"  states still exist in the truncated model, i.e. only " u p "  states are pruned. 
Intuitively speaking, one would fur thermore expect that for obtaining a lower (upper)  bound on the 
steady-state performability, the reward rates of the states that are pruned must be higher (lower) than 
the reward rates of the states that remain in the model. We come back on this extra condition in Section 
3.3. 

3.2. Application o f  the truncation heuristics 

To illustrate these heuristic truncation techniques, we consider a system with N = 10 identical 
components.  The components  can fail with individual failure rate f and are repaired by a single repair  
unit with rate r. Furthermore,  all involved distributions are assumed to be of exponential type. 

This type of model can easily by described by the GSPN in Fig. 1, where the number  of tokens in 
places up and down respectively denotes the number  of components  that is up or down. The initial 

up fail down repair 

Fig. 1. A simple GSPN performability model. 
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Table 1 
Approximating the steady-state dependability by state space truncation 

f D [61' /~u] Jill' /~u] D* 

0.1000 0.62229 [0.38332, 0.80111] [0.51910, 0,70320] 0.72519 
0.0250 0.98973 [0.80582, 0.99146] [0.95762, 0.98998] 0.96457 
0.0100 0.99930 [0.92085, 0.99935] [0.99295, 0.99931] 0.99344 
0.0025 0.99999 [0.98005, 0.99999] [0.99955, 0.99999] 0.99956 
0.0010 1.00000 [0.99201, 1.00000] [0.99993, 1.00000] 0.99993 

marking M 0 = (N, 0), i.e. all components are initially operational. The transition f a i t, with marking 
dependent rate #up  × f ,  models the failure of components. Transition repa i r with rate r models the 
repair of components. 

The underlying bi r th-death  model has state space M = {0 . . . . .  N}, where state m ~ M denotes that 
there are rn components up (corresponding to m tokens in place up). There are (failure) transitions from 
state m to state m - 1 (m = 1 , . . . ,  N )  with rate m × f .  There are (repair) transitions from state m to 
state m + 1 (m = 0 . . . . .  N -  1) with rate r = 1. The overall system is assumed to be operational when 
there are 8 or more components up, i.e. M u = {8, 9, 10}, r(m) > 0 whenever rn ~ Mu, and r(m) = 0 
whenever m ~ M d = M - M~. 

The proposed truncations can be "implemented" by not allowing all components to be down. This can 
be accomplished by adding a (multiple) inhibitor arc from place d o w n to transition f a i t. On the other 
hand, not allowing all components to be up can be accomplished by adding a (multiple) inhibitor arc 
from place up to transition repa i r. Combinations are of course also possible. 

Numerical results for the steady-state dependability 
In Table 1 we show numerical results f o r t he  discussed model when the reward rates are either 0 or 1, 

i.e. we address a dependability model. We thus have that r(m) = 0 whenever m ~ M d, and r(m) = 1 
whenever m ~ M d. 

The first column states the component failure rate f .  Note that the repair rate always equals 1. The 
second column shows the exact steady-state dependability D, obtained while addressing the total state 
space M. 

The third column shows the range [/)1, /)u] where . / ) l  is a lower bound on D obtained from a 
truncated model with state space M =  {0,. . . ,8} and D u is an upper bound on D obtained from a 
truncated model with state space M --- {7 . . . . .  10}. 

In a similar way, the fourth column shows the range [/)l, Ou] w h e r e / ) l  is lower bound on D obtained 
from a truncated model with state space M = {0,. . . ,  9} and D u is an upper bound on D obtained from a 
truncated model with state space M = {6 . . . .  ,10}. 

Comparing the third and fourth column, it is clear that when more states are included in the 
approximation, a higher accurracy is obtained. 

The fifth column shows an approximation D* based on only two up and two down states, i.e. on 
M * =  {6, 7, 8, 9}. As can be observed from this column, a small approximate model with states 
concentrating around the u p / d o w n  boundary might do better than a model with all down (up) states and 
only a few up (down) states, although in general it is not sure anymore whether an upper or a lower 
bound is obtained in these cases: we observe that for small failure rates the approximate value is higher 
than the exact value, whereas the opposite holds for smaller failure rates. 

Numerical results for steady-state performability 
In Table 2 we show numerical results for the discussed model when the reward rates are more 

general. We have chosen r ( m ) = 0  whenever m ~ M  d, and r ( m ) =  #up  whenever m ~ M  u. Conse- 
quently, whenever the system is operating failure free, the steady-state performability would equal 10. 
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Table 2 
Approximating the steady-state performability by state space truncation 

67 

f e [;s, .~u] [;s., pu] e .  
0.1000 5.62205 [2.70655, 7.23757] [4.42597, 6.35306] 6.18321 
0.0250 9.62263 [6.44653, 9.63947] [8.44265, 9.62509] 8.50394 
0.0100 9.88670 [7.36680, 9.88718] [8.85459, 9.88673] 8.85891 
0.0025 9.97442 [7.84041, 9.97442] [8.97398, 9.97442] 8.97405 
0.0010 9.98991 [7.93606, 9.98991] [8.99043, 9.98991] 8.99044 

The columns in Table 2 are obtained by applying the same truncation strategies as in the correspond- 
ing columns in Table 1. The same observations as made there, also apply here. 

Impor tant  point of notice is the fact the the lower bounds are much worse than in the first example. 
This is due to the fact that by truncating the " u p "  states, those states with the highest reward rates are 
pruned. Although the probability mass mainly remains among the operational states, the weighting 
factors, i.e. the reward rates, in the summation (2) become smaller. 

The fact that the lower bound truncation works out fine here, is also due to the fact that the up-states 
that are pruned have higher rates than those that remain in the truncated model (we will proof  this 
s tatement  in Section 3.3). As an example, consider the case where we would have used a reward rate 
function r * ( m ) =  1000/m,  for m E M, ,  and r*(m) = 0 elsewhere. In that case, the truncation to the set 
of states {0, . . . ,  8} would have yielded a " lower bound"  on the steady-state performability of 115.10622, 
whereas the exact steady-state performabili ty with use of r* (m)  would have been 101.13424. 

3.3. Correctness of  the truncation heuristics 

Although we have described our model at the GSPN level, for the derivation of the conditions under 
which the proposed truncations are provably correct, we have to readdress the Markov chain X and the 
reward rate function as presented in Section 2.1. Since the provable correctness of the bounds on the 
steady-state dependabili ty requires the fewest conditions, we first address these, after which we address 
the correctness of the bounds on the steady-state performability. For the proofs we make use of the 
schematic state space representat ions given in Fig. 2. 

M~ 

lower 

M,~ Ma 

M = Md U M,, 

M~ 

M = M,, O M,~ 

N~per bound 

M = Ma U M~ 
Fig. 2. Schematic state space representations of the employed truncations. 
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Dependability bounds 
Consider a truncated version ) ( =  {)(t; t >/0} of X on state space /Q. Again this state space is 

partit ioned into two disjoint subsets, i.e. M =/~u U/Qd with /~u---Mu and M d ___M d. The measure of 
interest is the steady-state dependability 

D= E r(m)/5m= E /sm, (5) 
m ~ M  m ~ J ~  u 

where/5  = [151 . . . .  ,/51M I] is the steady-state distribution of 2?. 
The proposed heuristic truncation techniques require the underlying Markov chain to be partially 

balanced across the boundary of truncation [21, p. 27]. This is the case if the following equality holds: 

Pj E qj,k = E Ptqtj for all j ~ / ~ t .  (6) 
k ~ M - hTl l ~ M -1171 

In words, we have that the total probability flux from any (fixed) state j ~/~t to all possible states 
k ~ M - / Q  must balance the total probability flux from all states in l ~ M - 1Q to state j ~/Q. 

The condition for partial balance across the boundary of truncation is necessary as well as sufficient. 
This condition is weaker than the requirement for the Markov chain X to be (fully) reversible since it 
only requires reversibility across a particular truncation boundary. Recalling that a Markov chain with 
generator matrix Q = [qi,j] and steady state distribution p = [ . . . .  Pi . . . .  , pj, . . .  ] is (fully) reversible if 
and only if 

Piqi,j =Pjqj,i, for all i, j ,  (7) 

we notice that if we require partial balance across any arbitrary truncation boundary, then Condition (6) 
reduces to Condition (7). In most cases however, we only require partial balance. Moreover, we might 
even select a particular truncation boundary based on the fact that it fulfills the partial balance 
condition. 

In order to verify condition (6) for general models, we require knowledge of the probabilities Pm 
(m ~ M). Normally, we do not have that knowledge; this is the very reason to use the approximation 
techniques. Instead of trying to verify condition (6) after model construction, we can however also 
construct models in such a way that they fulfill this condition. In a similar way, queueing network models 
are often constructed to fulfill the "BCMP-requirements".  

The usefulness of the class of models fulfilling condition (6) might be disputed. However, related work 
with Smeitink et al. clearly indicates that this class of models is fairly large and usefull, also in practical 
modelling studies [28,29]. 

Whenever we address a truncated Markov chain X which is partially balanced across the boundary of 
truncation, the steady-state probabilities /sm (m ~ M)  are equal to the corresponding probabilities Pm in 
the Markov chain X, apart from normalization, i.e. 

Pm , for all m ~/Q.  (8) 

Upper bound. The truncated Markov chain ) (  now provides an upper  bound /gu on the steady-state 
dependability D whenever all the up states of M are included in M, i.e. if /~t u = M u =,/gu t> D, where 
the equal sign applies only if/Qd = Md. 

Due to the partial balance property we have ~sin =Pm/Or, for all m ~ h~ and o-= Em ~ ~P,, .  Using this 
result we can easily proof the above claim as follows. By definition, or ~< 1. Recalling that D u = ~ ' m  ~ Mu/sm 
and D = Em~MuPm, the question is: /)u >1 D? Since M u = Mu, we have 

O u =  E / s m  E P m ~'m~MuPm O = >~O, (9) 
m ~ ltTl,, rn ~ h71 u Or O" O" 

where the >~ sign comes from the fact that or ~< 1. 
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Lower bound. By a similar argument as above, it can be shown that the truncated Markov chain )(  
provides a lower bound /)1 on the steady-state dependability D whenever all the down states of M are 
included in ,~, i.e. if Md = Md =/91 ~< D, where the equal sign applies only if M~ = M u. 

Performability bounds 
In order to proof the correctness of the bounds in case we deal with more general reward rates, we 

have to impose an extra condition on the reward rate function in relation to the chosen truncation, on 
top of the condition (partial balance across the boundary of truncation) that was already needed for the 
dependability case. 

Lower bound. If we want to establish a lower bound, one would intuitively say that the amount of 
"reward mass" that is not covered in the approximate model, should be larger than the amount of 
"reward mass" that is gained by the shift of the probability mass due to the truncation. This condition 
can be expressed as 

Pmr(m) >t Y'~ (Pro -Pm)r(m) • (10) 
m ~ mu - l(4 u m ~ hTl u 

This condition can easily be shown to be necessary and sufficient for/~l ~< P as follows: 

f i , ~P~  ~ r(m)Pm~ ~ r(m)pm 
m E M  u m ~ M u  

~ r(m)~ m~ ~ r(m)p m+ ~ r(m)pm 
m G M  u m E M  u m ~ M u - M  u 

~ r ( m ) ~ -  ~ r ( m ) p ~  ~ r(m)p~, 
m ~ M  u m ~ M  u m E M u - M  u 

(11) 

=R~-" ( Y'~ pm) <<.Rl.( ~ pm) <~ Y'~ r(m)p m . 
mEMu_~lYlu " m~Mu_hTlu  m ~ M u - [ t Y f  U 

(12) 

Thus, whenever the underlying Markov chain is partially balanced accross the boundary of truncation, 
and R~- ~< R~-, we have /51 ~< P. 

which is equivalent to (10). Therefore,  the intuitive condition (10) is necessary as well as sufficient for /~1 
to be smaller than P. Disadvantage of this necessary and sufficient condition is that it requires the 
probabilities P,, to be evaluated, which is what we want to avoid. Therefore,  we come up with a 
sufficient condition for/51 ~< P that is easily to check in advance. 

Let g~- = maXm~M{r(rn)} and let g~- = minm~M_~t{r(m)}. In words, R~- is the maximum reward 
rate that we take into account in the lower bound approximation, and R i- is the minimum of the reward 
rates associated with states that are pruned by the truncation. We will now show that whenever 
R~- ~< R~-, we have fil ~< P. 

Note that the condition on the reward rates for obtaining a lower bound is again intuitively appealing. 
It merely says not to truncate "low-reward states" when there are still "high-reward states" left. In 
proving inequality (10) we proceed as follows: 

E (tim -Pro)r(m) = E (~m-Pm)r(m) <~R~-" E (tim-Pro) 
m ~ /~u  m ~/~tu u M  d m E / ~ u U M  d 

. m E M u U M  d m E I ~ I u U M  d m ~/~u  u M  d 
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Upper bound. By a similar argument as given in the lower bound case, we can show that ft, t> P as 
long as the underlying Markov chain is partially balanced accross the boundary of truncation, and 
Ru + ~<R~, where Ru + = maXm~Md_~d{r(m)} and R 1 = min,n~gtd{r(m)}. 

In words, this latter condition says that all truncated states must have lower reward rates than the 
smallest reward rate still in the model. 

Discussion. Notice that the fulfillment of the conditions on the state spaces Mu and Md used in the 
proofs of the dependability lower and upper  bounds, directly imply the fulfillment of the conditions on 
the reward rates, i.e. R +. ~< R , ,  used in the proofs for the performability lower and upper bounds. 

4. General performability models 

For Markov chain performability models not fulfilling any of the conditions mentioned in Section 3.3, 
it is not possible to derive explicit upper  and lower bounds by truncation. The best we can do in these 
cases is deriving approximate performability measures together with an estimate for the maximum error 
made. In this section we will discuss this type of truncation technique. In Section 4.1 we introduce the 
basic GSPN model that we are interested in. We also explain how the truncation strategies are 
implemented at the GSPN level. We discuss numerical results for the dependability in Section 4.2 and 
for the performability in Section 4.3. We then extend the basic model in Section 4.4 and numerically 
evaluate its dependability in Section 4.5 and its performability in Section 4.6. In Section 4.7 we address a 
Markov chain truncation theorem developed by Van Dijk that provides error bounds for the employed 
truncations. 

4.1. Basic GSPN performability model 

In order  to get an idea of the general performability models we want to address and the possible 
consequences of employing various truncation strategies, we consider a multi-component class, single 
repair unit GSPN model as depicted in Fig. 3. There  is a place u pc for every component class c 
(c -- 1 . . . .  , C). Class c has N c components. The transitions Fai tc model the failure of components. After 
failure, a component  of class c enters the wait-on-repair place WoRC. If a repair unit is available, i.e. if 
there is at least one token in place R, the repair of the component starts via the firing of the immediate 
transition s t a r tc. During the repair, the component resides in place z n Re pc. After the completion of 
the repair (transition Repai rC), the component is brought up again and the repair unit becomes 
available for other repair actions. The initial marking is such that there are N¢ token in place u pc 
(c = 1 . . . .  , C), and that there is one token in place R. We denote with no(m) the number of components 
of class c that is up in marking m. 

The following truncation strategies have been used to obtain the approximate performability mea- 
sures: 

TO: no truncation; 
TI:  maximum of 1 down component  per class; 
T2: mardmum of 2 down components per class; 
T3: maximum of 3 down components per class; 
T4" maximum of 1 down components; 
TS: maximum of 2 down components; 
T6: maximum of 3 down components; 
T7: mardmum of 4 down components; 
T8: maxn'num of 5 down components. 

First consider the "local" truncations (T1-T3).  In Fig. 4 we show the implementation of such a 
truncation for component class c. For  every class c a new place D o w nC is introduced. A token is put in 
Downc upon the failure of a component of class c, by adding an arc from Fai lc to DownC. A token is 
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WoR1 Startl InRepl _~  
~ - ~ 1 - -  ---O - Rosa,,1 

Up2 

,© 
Fail2 ~IW°R2 Start2 ~ ' R ~ ~ ~ I n R e p 2  Repair2 

Starl3 In? Fail3 

Fail4 WoR4 -•1 Repair4 

Fig. 3. GSPN model used in the truncation experiments. 
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r e m o v e d  from Do w nc w h e n e v e r  a c o m p o n e n t  of  class c has f inished its repair, by adding an arc from 
DownC to the transit ion Repa i rc. A (mult ip le)  inhibitor arc is finally introduced from Downc to transit ion 
Fa i tC. Thus,  depending  on the inhibitor arc multiplicity,  the failure process  of  c o m p o n e n t s  if class c is 
s topped w h e n e v e r  s o m e  threshold of  already down c o m p o n e n t s  is reached.  

The  "global" truncations ( T 4 - T 8 )  can be  establ ished in a similar way. Instead of  introducing an extra 
place for every c o m p o n e n t  class, only a single extra place Down is necessary.  From all the transit ions 

f 

Upc 

/ ~  wo~c S,,r,c 

Fig. 4. GSPN implementation of a "local" truncation. 

f 
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Fa i lC an arc is added to place Down. Furthermore,  arcs are added from place Down to all the transitions 
Repai rC. From place Down (multiple) inhibitor arcs can be added to the failure transitions Fai tc. 
Combinations of the local and global truncations are of course also possible. 

Note that the proposed truncation strategies are in a sense symmetric, i.e. either a single truncation 
strategy is employed globally, or the same truncation strategy is employed locally. One can also imagine 
truncation strategies that operate in a class dependent  way, i.e. that have different truncation boundaries 
per class. These can be " implemented"  by chosing different multiplicities for the added inhibitor arcs. 
We do not address such truncation strategies in this paper. Also note that the proposed truncation 
strategies tend to exclude states that represent bad situations, i.e. states with many simultaneous failures. 
As such, we might expect a probability mass shift to the most favourable states. Consequently, we expect 
the approximations to yield upper bounds for the exact values. 

4.2. Numerical  evaluation o f  the dependability 

In this section we will apply the truncations for deriving approximate values for the system depend- 
ability. To do this, we assume that the number of classes C equals 4, and that N~ = 4, N 2 = 12, N 3 = 5 
and N 4 = 3. The failure rate per component is 0.001 failures per hour, whereas a repair takes 1 hour. 
There  is only one repair unit for doing all the repair. 

We distinguish 4 reward rate functions ( r l ( m )  through (r4(m)). Reward rate function r i ( m ) =  1, if 
m E M,, i ,  and 0 elsewhere, where Mu, i = {m ~ M IUPi(m)}. Upi(m) is defined as: 
• UPt(m) = A c l(nc(m ) = N/): the system is operational if all components are operational; 
• Up2(m) = A c l (nc(m ) >~ N~ - 1): the system is operational if at most one component per class has 

failed; 
• UP3(m) = A Cc~l(nc(m) >/ 1): the system is operational if at least one component per class is opera- 

tional; 
• UP4(m)=  A C=l(nc(m)~>gc); the system is operational if at least gc = 3 components per class are 

operational. 
Using these definitions, we have 

Oi= E r i ( m ) p m =  E Pm. (13) 
m~M m~Mu, i 

The first column in Table 3 shows the used truncation strategy. The second column shows the number of 
GSPN markings and the third column the state coverage, i.e. the number of states I M I that is used in ) f  
divided by the number of states [MI  in X, expressed in percents. Columns /51 through /94 shows 
approximations of the four different dependability measures, corresponding to reward rate functions 
r l(m) through r4(m). 

Table 3 
Steady-state dependability measures  for various t runcated models  

Truncation Number  of State 
strategy states coverage (fib) 

Dependabili ty measures  

TO 5159 100.00 0.976025 0.999826 1.000000 
T1 33 0.64 0.976195 1.000000 1.000000 
T2 217 4.21 0.976026 0.999827 1.000000 
T3 769 14.91 0.976025 0.999826 1.000000 
T4 5 0.10 0.976563 0.988281 1.000000 
T5 21 0.41 0.976036 0.987841 1.000000 
T6 61 1.18 0.976025 0.987829 1.000000 
T7 140 2.71 0.976024 0.999827 1.000000 
T8 272 5.27 0.976024 0.999826 1.000000 

0.996927 
0.996946 
0.996927 
0.996927 
0.997070 
0.996931 
0.996927 
0.996927 
0.996927 
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Table 4 
Steady-state performability measures for various truncated models 
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Truncation 
strategy 

Performability measures 

61 P2 & 
TO 23.424589 23.695997 23.975461 23.904921 
T1 23.428674 23.700130 23.975814 23.905703 
T2 23.424623 23.696032 23.975466 23.904928 
T3 23.424589 23.695998 23.975461 23.904921 
T4 23.437500 23.707031 23.976563 23.909180 
T5 23.424873 23.696277 23.975498 23.905059 
T6 23.424595 23.696004 23.975462 23.904925 
T7 23.424589 23.695997 23.975461 23.904921 
T8 23.424589 23.695997 23.975461 23.904921 

Comparing the exact result (row "TO") with the results of the approximations (rows " T 1 - T 8 " ) ,  we 
observe that  even for truncation strategies with very low state coverage factors the approximations are 
quite good. For the local truncations we observe six digits accuracy by only addressing up to 15% of the 
states of the exact model. For the global truncations we observe this accuracy already while addressing 
only 5% of all states. For a given state coverage, global truncations seem to do better  than local 
truncations. 

In the model there is only one repair  unit available. In all evaluations this repair unit was idle for 
more than 97.6% of its time. The inclusion of an extra repair unit will therefore not significantly increase 
the system dependability. 

Observing the sequences of approximations T 1 - T 3  and T4-T8 ,  we observe indeed that they represent  
upper  bounds, which come closer to the exact value when the number  of states included in the 
approximations becomes larger. 

Concluding, the numerical example suggests that truncation is indeed a very powerful technique in 
obtaining steady-state dependability approximations. 

4.3. Numerical evaluation of  the performability 

In this section we present  the numerical results of approximate performability models. We choose the 
same model parameters  as in Section 4.2. Also, the definition of the functions UPi(m) is similar. The 
only difference lies in the assignment of reward rates for the up-states: reward rate ri(m) = EcC=lnc(m), 
whenever m ~Mu,  i and 0 elsewhere, for all i. In words, as long as the system is assumed to be 
operational,  the reward rate equals the number  of operational components.  

Observing Table 4, we see that similar conclusions can be drawn for the steady-state performability 
approximations as has been done in the dependability case in Section 4.2: with a small state coverage 
high accuracy is obtained and global truncations seem to do bet ter  than local truncations. 

4.4. Extended GSPN performability model 

In the previous sections we were able to apply various truncation techniques and to obtain approxi- 
mate  dependability and performability measures and to evaluate these approximations by also solving the 
exact model. However, in many cases, e.g. when there are more component  classes, more component  per 
class, a n d / o r  more intricate repair strategies, exact analysis is not possible. In these cases we can only 
solve truncated models. 

The number  of states of the Markov chain underlying the GSPN model can be derived as follows. 
Recall that we have C classes of components,  numbered  1 through C, with N~ components  in class c. Let 

= {1 . . . . .  C} and let J be the power set of ~ .  The number  of states NoS then equals 

N o S =  1 + ~ I T I x  1-INc . (14) 
T~,Y'-,T~O c~ T 
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Table 5 
State space sizes for various component configurations 

C N 1 . . . .  , N c NoS 

4 4,12,5,3 5159 
4 5.13, 6, 4 10053 
4 6,14, 7,5 17635 
8 2 . . . . .  2 34993 
5 4 ,12,5 ,3 ,5  38749 
5 5,13, 6, 4, 6 88005 
6 4, 12,5, 3,5, 4 231181 
6 5, 13, 6, 4, 6,5 630925 
7 5 ,13 ,6 ,4 ,2 ,6 ,8  3240469 
9 2 . . . . .  2 21925618 

10 2 . . . . .  2 50029671 

This equation can be understood when it is noticed that every non-empty T ~ 3-  is a set of numbers of 
classes for which at least one component is down. Given that the classes with at least one component 
down are given by T, the single repair unit will be busy with repairing one of the I T [ components. Given 
that for all classes c e T there is at least one component down but maximally Arc, implies that there are 
Arc possibilities per class, which explains the latter product. In case T = 0, all components are operational 
which can be represented by a single state. This explains the addition of 1. 

Given (14), we can calculate the number of states for models like the one in Fig. 3 with more classes of 
components and varying numbers of components per class. In Table 5 we present some state space sizes 
for varying C and N c values. As can be observed from Table 5 the state space sizes increase very rapidly; 
direct analysis of models 6 through 11 is practically not (yet) feasible. 

4.5. Numerical evaluation of the extended dependability model 

In this section we will approximate the model of Table 5 with C = 7  and (N1 , . . . ,NT)=  
(5, 13, 6, 4, 2, 6, 8). The exact model has 3240469 states. We use seven truncation strategies, numbered 
S1 through $7, where the strategy number denotes the maximum number of simultaneously failed 
components. All the employed truncation are global truncations, as they have done best in previous 
examples. We use the reward rate functions rl(m), r2(m), and r3(m) and the corresponding functions 
Upi(m), as already defined in Section 4.2. 

In Table 6 we show the numerical results. The first column states the used model truncation 
technique. The second column shows the number of markings of the truncated GSPN model. Columns 
/) t  t h r o u g h / )  3 give the dependability approximations, whe re / ) i  corresponds to the case where reward 
rate function ri(m) is used. 

Table 6 
Steady-state dependability approximations for a 3240469-state model 

Truncation Number of 
strategy states 

Dependability approximations 

bl /52 63 
$1 8 0.957854 1.000000 
$2 57 0.956122 0.999707 
$3 252 0.956049 0.999675 
$4 827 0.956046 0.999673 
$5 2226 0.956046 0.999673 
$6 5194 0.956046 0.999673 
$7 10863 0.956046 0.999673 

1.000000 
0.999998 
0.999998 
0.999998 
0.999998 
0.999998 
0.999998 
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Table 7 
Steady-state performability approximations for a 3240469-state model 
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Truncation 
strategy 

Performability approximations 

F~ F2 F3 
$1 42.145594 43.957854 43.957854 
$2 42.069353 42.942025 43.954232 
$3 42.066157 43.940476 43.953998 
$4 42.066026 43.940369 43.953985 
$5 42.066021 43.940364 43.953984 
$6 42.066021 43.940363 43.953984 
$7 42.066021 43.940363 43.953984 

What can be observed is that the results for truncations $4 through $7 do not differ for their first 6 
decimals. We thus seem to have a 6 digit accuracy when we only take into account 0.335 percent of all 
possible states. 

4.6. Numerical evaluation of  the extended performability model 

In this section we will approximate the performability of the model of Table 5 with C = 7 and 
(N~, . . . ,  N 7) -- (5, 13, 6, 4, 2, 6, 8). Similar truncation strategies are employed as in Section 4.5. We use 
the reward rate functions rl(m), rz(m) , and r3(m) and the corresponding functions UPi(m), as already 
defined in Section 4.3. 

In Table 7 we show the numerical results. The first column again states the used model truncation 
technique. Columns/51 through/53 give the performability approximations, where/5i corresponds to the 
case where reward rate function ri(m) is used. 

Similar remarks can be made as in the dependability case. Also for steady-state performability, 
approximation based on global truncations seem to be very good. 

4. 7. A Markov chain truncation technique with provable error bounds 

In the section we describe a recently developed technique to obtain error bounds for the truncation of 
arbitrary continuous time Markov chains (see Van Dijk [4-7]). 

Model and truncation description. Consider the Markovian performability model X as discussed in 
Section 2. Define the so-called uniformized one-step transition matrix H = I + Q/q ,  with q >t maxi{qi}. 
We denote by H k the k-th power of the one-step matrix H, and by h~j the i,j-th element of that matrix. 
Furthermore, for arbitrary reward rate function r(i), the functions V ~ can be defined recursively as 

v k + t ( i ) = r ( i ) + ~ _ ~ h i . j V k ( j ) ,  and V ° ( i ) = 0 ,  fora l l  i. (15) 
J 

vk( i )  represents the expected cumulative reward over k steps of the discrete time Markov reward 
model, with one-step probabilities hi, j and one-step rewards r(i), whenever the system starts in state i. 
This can be seen as follows. After k = 0 steps, the cumulative reward V°(i)  clearly equals 0, for all 
starting states i. When starting in state i, after k + 1 steps, the cumulative reward vk+l( i )  equals the 
reward obtained in the starting state, i.e. r(i), plus the cumulative rewards obtained in the remaining k 
steps starting from state j, weighted by the probabilities hcj which express that the remaining k steps 
indeed start in state j. 

Now, by virtue of the uniformization method [33], the steady state performability P of the continuous 
time Markov chain in steady-state is given by 

1 
P =  ~_~pjr(j) = lirn -k V k ( i ) ,  (16) 

J 
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for arbitrary initial state i. Now, assume that we truncate the Markov chain by setting qi,j----0, for all 
i ~ 2Q and j ~ )Q, where h4 c M. Define the matrices Hk (k --- 1, 2 , . . .  ) and the steady-state performabil- 
ity /5 for the truncated model ) (  as has been done for X. The following result then enables us to 
conclude an a priori error  bound on the truncation error. 

Error bound result. 
O, for all i ~ h4 and for all k >/0 we have: 

h i , j l V k ( j )  - Vk(i )  I <~K~9(i), 

and 

We then have 

Assume that for some positive K and A, some initial state m ~ M, some function 

(17) 

EhLjo(/) ca.  (18) 
J 

] P - P ] < ~ A K .  

For a proof of this result we refer to Van Dijk [7]. 

(19) 

Discussion. Roughly speaking, Condition (17) measures the effect of the total rate at which the 
truncation set M can be left, i.e. the term ~,yhi, j with i ~)14 and j ~ / ~  weighted by the difference 
[ V k ( j ) - v k ( i ) [  of the expected cumulative reward, the so-called bias term. v k ( i )  generally grows 

linearly in k. In contrast however, the bias term [ Vk(j)  - l/h(/)[ can generally be bounded indepen- 
dently of k, and often also independently of the initial state m. This can easily be understood when 
recalling that whenever X is irreducible, the long term average reward increase per step equals 
Y"m E MPmr(m) • For the time being, let us assume that [ v k ( j ) -  Vk(i)[ ~< K. Now, by defining 

= [ 1, if  EjehTlhi,j >1 O, 
6)(i)  (20) 

0, elsewhere, 

we establish ~9(i) to be equal to 1, if and only if there are transitions in X from i ~ M to states j ~ 1Q. 
O(i)  thus forms an indicator whether or not state i is affected by the truncation. Let us now verify 
Condition (17) by distinguishing two cases for O(i): 
• In case 19(i) = 0, we have by definition (20) that E/~ l(thi.j = 0. Consequently, Condition (17) reduces to 

0 < 0 which is always true. 
• In case ~9(i)= 1, Condition (17) requires E / ~ ; t h i , y l V k ( j ) -  Vk(i)] < K, which is satisfied because 

[ v k ( j )  -- Vk(i )  [ <~ K, 0 <~ hid  ~< 1, and E/~ ~thi,j  = 1. 
Consequently, Condition (17) seems generally satisfied. Let us now address Condition (18). First recall 
that hkm,j is the probability to go in k steps from the starting state m to state j. Condition (18) then 
requires that the sum of these probabilities for those states that are affected by the truncation (the effect 
of the multiplication with the "indicator" ~9(i) in (18)) is smaller than A. This condition is therefore most 
naturally fulfilled as the truncation, i.e. the set 3¢, is usually determined with a similar intuitive notion. 
The states affected by the truncation are normally reached only after quite a number of steps k so that 
the product  Y'./hk,jo(j)  ~ A is generally small. 

Regarding the bounding of the bias term the following remark is in place. It can be proven [8] that 

[ V k ( j )  _ l /h ( / )  ] ~<K= 2B x min{R/,y, Rj, i}  , (21) 

where I r(i)  I < B and where Ri,  j denotes the expected number of transitions needed to reach state j 
from state i. The multiplication factor 2 comes from the fact that the rewards for any two states i and j 
differ at most 2 times B. Whenever all r(i) >~ 0 the factor 2 can be omitted. Only for simple models Ri, j 
can easily be obtained. For more intricate models, K has to be obtained differently. No general 
approach seems to be appropriate then. 
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For the model and truncations we have addressed in this section it is possible to give reasonable 
estimates for A. However, the bias term can not so easily be bounded from above, i.e. it is difficult to 
obtain K. Of course, we can use the previously discussed estimate (21), but since the Markov chain X 
has a very general structure, no explicit expressions exist for Ri, j. For the calculation of Ri j  we either 
have to perform calculations on X which is something we want to avoid, or we have to exploit the 
structure of X. The latter has been done by Van Dijk [6] for a much simpler availability model than the 
ones we addressed here. The complexity of that paper  however does not give us confidence that 
application of the truncation theorem is feasible for models much more general than the one addressed 
there. 

5. Concluding remarks 

In this paper we have addressed the problem of obtaining steady-state dependability and performabil- 
ity measures from large models by using truncation techniques. We have proposed two truncation 
techniques that are intuitively appealing. Moreover, for a class of reversible models we have explicitly 
derived lower and upper bounds. For a more general class we have presented an error bound result. 

The main merits of the presented truncation techniques are that they are intuitively appealing, very 
simple to apply, and that they yield reasonable approximations for models that are significantly reduced 
in size. The results obtained with the approximations can serve perfectly for "quick engineering" 
purposes. 

We have illustrated the truncation techniques with a number of examples and have indicated how the 
proposed truncation techniques can be very easily implemented at the GSPN level of description. 

In the future more work in the field of truncation of large Markov chains need to be done. By now, it 
is difficult to say which approach is the most promising. We think that work on all of the mentioned 
approaches is necessary. In our view however, heuristic techniques combined with theoretical frame- 
works that show the correctness of the heuristics for at least a subset of all models, deserve special 
attention. Also, hybrid approximation techniques might be promising. Only by combining the best of both 
(many) worlds, we will be able to apply approximation techniques in a confident way for the solution of 
performability models of real systems. 
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